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The Good Mother Myth
(Diquinzio, 1999; Forma, 1998; Rich, 1976)



The motherhood of women with gambling 
problems: Literature review and scope of research

 Women gamblers 
unavailable to their 
children ;

 Parental neglect 
 The anti-mothers;
 Irresponsible madonnas

(Brown & Coventry, 1997; 
Corney & Davis, 2010; 
Darbyshire at al., 2001; Schluter, 
Bellringer, & Abbott, 2007)

Looking into women-gamblers in 
its broader SOCIAL context

 The “Empty  nest” is 
actually  full

(Lesieur & Blume, 1991; Schull, 2002) 



Major findings:  
The women went to great length to demonstrate that they remain in control of their 

maternal functions
Normative identity consistent with socially accepted images and modes of behavior. 



“My kids say I'm a wonderful mother, and
they just love me to bits. And I'm really very
giving and supportive. “Mommy,
mommy!”—the little one just kisses me all
day. Every chance he gets. Every chance….
and during that time I don’t go anywhere, I
clean, make everything tidy so that house is
nice and clean, I go to work… you know,
just do what I have to. I go shopping,
everything, everything. And go to play
bingo”.

(Yael)



Conclusions, Implications

• Women’s conscious of the tension inherent in the social 
attitudes toward them;
– Internalizing the “Good Mother Myth”
– The Israeli society and the “Good Mother Myth” (patriotic and 

ethnical)

• Interview as an interactive site for self-identity 
construction;
– Reflection of unique characteristics of society and self-identity

• Inherent relationship between the interviewer and the 
interviewee and embedded social contexts;
– The interviewer and the interviewee are active participants who 

bring the dominant social discourses into the room 



Practical recommendations
– an interviewer and interviewees are both subject to 

social construct of power
– an interviewer and interviewees are both subject to 

existing assumptions  (whether explicitly or implicitly)
– Mothering  should not be examined narrowly 
– Motherhood should be challenged by alternative 

discourses

Gambling Literature
– Must consider specific social context
– Complementary qualitative methods to better 

describe women-gamblers’ experience

Recommendations  and Further Research
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